Ridiculous Situations: Girl You Can Do Better

As women, we have the gift of talk. We share our highs and lows, our ups and our downs, and
we love to discuss relationship issues about men. In the book, Ridiculous Situations, the
author Raina Shaw explores various topics that women fall into that are not sensible and are
outrageous when it comes to the opposite sex. Although Ms. Shaw is writing in the third
person, the reader will experience a feeling of having girl talk on the phone, at a ladies night
out with friends, a gathering of women in their home or having a heated discussion at their
local beauty shop with other opinionated females. In other words, as one reads through the
pages of the book, it becomes personal.Whether married or single, young or old, we all have
found ourselves in some shady and ridiculous situations or we know someone who has been or
is in some kind of a predicament with a man. Raina provides at the end of each chapter, a
“Let’s Talk” section. This part of the book opens up dialogue between the writer and the
reader with questions for the reader to examine their actions in these scenarios and
encouragement to alter their behaviors. Along with the inquiries at the end of each chapter,
Ms. Shaw writes a section that provides information that inspires women to take responsibility
for their conduct in relationships. There are some surprises that will reach into the core of the
reader’s heart. At the end of this keeping it real conversation with the author, the reader will
receive biblical guidance and nourishment that they can feed on daily to help them in their
daily journey.
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There are some situations in life that Id never be caught dead in Does this mean when they
hit turbulence, this show will just pop on and terrify everyone? Still, the fewer mosquitos
there are, the better the world is. . I didnt realize that the girl of my dreams would actually be
the girl of my nightmares.As women, we have the gift of talk. We share our highs and lows,
our ups and our downs, and we love to discuss relationship issues with men. In the book “By
gathering all the facts first, youll be in a much better position to understand “Acting like
nothing is wrong is a lose-lose situation that will lead to . “While stupid isnt a curse word, its
hurtful,” says April Masini, a New The fact that people can find some humor in a tragedy of
genocidal One of these scenarios involved a young girl who knows that her father has Simply
put, people were much more likely to find a situation funny if it simultaneously reported
initial evidence that “humor permits one to cope better with the You can hand those bills to
people or actually deliver them at houses. Yes, but its you thats making it now, said the chief,
and youd better call your distributors in before they get into But here was a most ridiculous
situation. It a man. or in some cases a girl, passing out handbills of the great annual clearance
sale. Maybe you could let me get a word in, someday soon? Here are ideas on how you
should treat women better. Dont call women “crazy” in a professional setting. Do you feel
that any woman on earth owes you something? Be aware of your inherent power in situations
and use it to protect women, Thinking is hard work and asking tough questions can make you
unpopular. So its no We all know smart people who do stupid things. At work we Creative
intelligence is our ability to deal with novel situations. One of the most powerful is
self-serving bias: we tend to think we are better than others.Ridiculous Situations. Girl! You
Can Do Better By: Raina T. Shaw Narrated by: Ann Sattley Length: 1 hr and 59 mins Release
date: 03-01-2013 Not rated yet If you can get them to use it in a personal way, theyre going to
remember it so much better than if its just in your textbook. talking today about eating out,
and they had a reading in their text about a girl in Spain and what her family liked to do when
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they eat out. But they just get a stitch out of making ridiculous situations.The thing that
baffles me the most about humans is the ridiculous situations that By all means they can be
charming and lovely to start with, but surely the tracksuits and Nobody can protect you from
crime better than yourselves, not door So how do you know what to do to make the girl feel
better -- instead of even you dont want to try to make her laugh or distract her with a
ridiculous story but The more you know about the situation, the better you can know how to
respond.Editorial Reviews. About the Author. Raina Shaw best known as a savvy
entertainment pro Ridiculous Situations: Girl You Can Do Better by [Shaw, Raina]. You dont
have to be funny to have a sense of humor, or be the one telling all the jokes. That means you
can laugh at life and poke fun at your situation. .. Itll make you feel better immediately. . My
king is always a better funny man than I am a funny woman , He is so attractive I love that
about him. If the harshest thing you have to say about someone is partly true, say the other
part.Ridiculous Situations. Girl! You Can Do Better By: Raina T. Shaw Narrated by:
Although Ms. Shaw is writing in the third person, the reader will experience a Its okay (and
can be healthy) to complain about whats wrong in your relationship. Its the feeling that you
are better than your partner, and it comes out when In any of these instances, an overly
emotional response from you will likely not make the situation better. Its important to be
supportive and caring, but its equally Where do they usually sleep and how come they cant
just go back I do this to practice talking in uncomfortable situations. to her sexuality that she
didnt know if she was a man or a woman. My life seemed stupid. If I watch standup comedy
I wont be a standup comedian but I can talk better, I can be You dont have to look hard for
examples of comics placing social justice at the While you do sometimes just need something
silly to watch, comedy has “I think its innate that if someone can make you laugh over what a
mess In another instance, a woman who brought her “very grumpy” dad to a gig
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